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Bowling rescinds Colling direc
tives
News, Pages 2

How much did we pay in
fines?
FEBRUARY 12,2009

GLiMMERGLASS.OLIVET.EDU

Student Life, Page 5-

noteworthynews
Holiness Summit Planned
Olivet recently announced
details of an upcoming Holiness
Summit. It will take place March
22-24 in Chalfant Hall and Col
lege Church of the Nazarene.
This is the third of such summits,
and six additional summits are
planned to follow. Speakers in
clude leaders within the Church
of the Nazarene, President John
Bowling, two Olivet professors,
as well as a representative from
another holiness denomination.
Source: Olivet Marketing
Communications
Senate passes stimulus
The Senate voted 61-37 to
pass an $838 billion tax^cut and
spending bill to boost the econ
omy. The measure now goes
to conference with the House,
which has passed a $819 billion
version of the bill.
Who’s Who Recipients
Who’s Who recipients for
the 2009 senior class were an
nounced in late January.
They are as follows:
Whitney Allison
Brandon Baumann
Austin Bender
Stephen Berry
Kaylee Bontrager
Tony Calero
Hillary Cole
Ian Cole
Kenneth Delaney
Adriana Espinoza
Lauren Green
Amanda Harrelson
Merideth Hoppe
Kelsi Jones
. Kristi Lam
Meaghan Lamping
Dan Leimann
Matthew Lyle
Sondra Lynn
Laura Maiolo
Bryan Marquis
Wade McCann
Nina Mengarelli
Dana Mulder
Kyle Peacock
Daniel Quanstrom
Andrew Rice
Alex Rodriguez
Jarret Roloff
Megan Schwind
Brooklin Soulia
Elen Sultan
Christa Sunberg
Audra Wemtz
Dana Yost
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Olivet would like to build a bridge over Main Street, as shown in this preliminary sketch,

pr o v id ed by d o u g perry

Olivet lobbies Congress
Dr. Bowling travels to offices on Capitol Hill
MATT CAWVEY
mcawvey@olivet.edu

If ONU Président John Bowl
ing gets his way, Old Oak resi
dents will be able to walk acrôss
Main Street to campus on a bridge
instead of a crosswalk.
His $2 million plan, while in
volving at least 20 percent from
the university, relies heavily on
federal funding for $1.5 million
of the bill. In his third annual trip
to legislative offices on Capitol
Hill, Bowling promoted funding
requests for Olivet while receiv
ing assistance from the lobbying
company Russ Reid.
Between 2006 and 2008,
ONU paid Russ Reid more than
$230,000 to secure federal dol
lars, according to the nonpartisan
Center for Responsive Politics
(CRP), a watchdog group. In ex
change, Bowling said, Russ Reid
has scheduled his meetings every
year and complemented them
with paperwork that provides
information on the requests and
shows how they can become law.
“The truth is, it’d be very dif
ficult to get the federal funds
without somebody working on
the inside to know the ropes,”
said Bowling, who was accompa
nied by Bourbonnais Mayor Paul
Schore because of the village’s
connection with the bridge pro-

posal and a $3 million drainage
project to combat the rain-induced
flooding that can flow into Bourbonnais from University Avenue.
While lobbying for Olivet and
other postsecondary schools,
Russ Reid serves nonprofits like
municipalities and service orga
nizations, all of which paid Russ
Reid nearly $5.5 million in 2008
according to the CRP’s Web site
OpenSecrets.org.
The agreement with Russ Reid
is a “no risk” to Olivet, Bowling
said in an interview. If the com
pany fails to provide Olivet with
more federal dollars than the
university pays after two years J
Bowling said, Olivet’s contract
mandates the company to work
for free until it reaches that goal.
The CRP includes payments to
Russ Reid from Olivet for 2006
through 2008, with only $20,000
spent in the first year. When asked
in an e-mail about the jump from
$20,000 paid to Russ Reid in 2006
to $120,000 in 2007, Bowling re
sponded that “2006 was a partial
year - in that our contract with
them was not fully in place.”
Russ Reid did not comment
specifically about its relationship
with Olivet other than to say its
D.C. branch “is proud to repre
sent Olivet Nazarene University.”
Mark McIntyre, senior vice presi
dent for Russ Reid-D.C., wrote in

an e-mail that providing specif
ics would violate the company’s
agreement with clients to “hold
confidential any details about the
working relationships and the
strategies we undertake on their
behalf.”
In early February, Bowling and
Schore traveled to D.C. for a oneday blitz of five legislative offices
I - four from Illinois and one from
Texas. The two men visited the
offices of Olivet’s representatives
in Congress, meeting personally
with Rep. Debbie Halvorson and
with staff members for Sen. Ro<
land Burris and Sen. Dick Durbin.
All three appointments addressed
the proposed bridge and drainage
projects, Bowling said.
At the Halvorson stop, Bowl
ing said they discussed a grant
for science equipment proposed
by former Rep. Jerry Weller,
who did not run for re-election in
2008. The Durbin stop included a
“thank you” from Bowling for a
grant to Olivet for nursing educa
tion equipment.
Later, Bowling said, they met
with the chief aide to Rep. Peter
Roskam, 111., about $500,000 in
funding for SMART Boards and
videoconferencing equipment to
be located in his district, followed
by a visit to Rep. Kenny Marchant, a Nazarene from Texas who
sits on the board of trustees for

Southern Nazarene University.
The Marchant visit provided
a chance for another representa
tive to support Olivet’s requests,^
Bowling said. “If he ever sees Ol
ivet, he’s going to be supportive
of it, or any of the other Nazarene
schools,” Bowling added.
Reflecting on the day, Bowl
ing and Bourbonnais Mayor
Schore described the trip in posi
tive terms. In a telephone inter
view last week, Schore hoped the
drainage project would receive
funding from the stimulus pack
age, with the bridge funds poten
tially received through an upcom
ing transportation bill.
Last Friday, Durbin spokes
woman Christina Mulka pushed
away suspicions of either pro
posal getting into legislation right
now, instead deferring them to
Durbin’s review later this year.
Another Durbin aide, who spoke
on the condition of anonymity be
cause she is not authorized to talk
to the press, said the Durbin grant
for nursing equipment is not final,
which Bowling later confirmed in
an e-mail.
“It was passed through Senate
committee, but those bills have
not received final passage by the
Senate and the House yet,” the
aide said, anticipating the vote to
happen after the Presidents’ Day
recess.

“All human life is sacred”
CATHY SCHUTT
cschutt@olivet.edu

Sanctity of Life Week ended on
Thursday, Jan. 29, with a dessert
banquet at College Church of the
Nazarene. The event was spon
sored by the studept-led group
Olivetians for Life in support of
the Living Alternatives Pregnan
cy Resource Center in Kankakee.
Dr. Edward Heck of Kanka
kee First Church of the Nazarene
opened the night with a challenge

to the audience.
“There are three kinds of peo
ple,” he said, “those who are im
movable, those who are movable,
and those who move them.”
He encouraged the audience to
be the movers of society and do
what they could to fight against
abortion.
Rachel Forshee then sang “Blue
Eyes Like Janey’s,” which details
the regrets o f a teenage couple
who opted for an abortion rather
than giving their baby life, and

the mother’s decision to join in
the fight for life in the years that
followed.
. The spéaker for the night was
University President Dr. John
Bowling. Bowling admitted that
he did not know why he was cho
sen as speaker because he has
no direct link to Sanctity of Life
Week, pointing out he’s not a
woman.
However, he said that he is pas
sionate about the value of human
life.

Bowling began with the prem
ise that all human life is sacred
because it is made in God’s im
age. He said that every life is
precious and is “inscribed on the
hands of God.”
He added that most aborted
children are aborted due to in
convenience, but that Jesus was
compassionate and touched peo
ple despite their imperfections.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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“All human life is sacred”
CONTINUED FROM PAGE'i

: Therefore, it is our social respon
sibility as Christians to care for
[ others and resist evil. We are our
! brother’s keeper, Bowling said.
“We don’t need legislature...
what American needs is a heart
transplant,’" he concluded. “And
: it is up to us as Christians to lead
[ the way.” ■
After Dr. Bowling’s speech,
; Dr. Heck asked the members of
¿the audience to close their eyes
and listen as BBs were dropped
into a pan. Each one represented
ten thousand lives that had been
[[lost in American history. As Dr.
[ Heck listed events like World
War II, Vietnam, and 9/11, the
[ sound of the BBs was heard for
a second or two after each one
[ was said, and then the noise sub
sided.
However, when Heck brought
up the number of babies that had
[ been aborted since the Roe vs.
[ Wade case in 1973, the sound o f
the BBs lasted ten times as long
as the other events that he had
[mentioned.
Each member o f the audience
then lit a candle as a remem
brance that we as Christians need
to be lights in the darkness in the
fight against abortion.
Amanda McDonald, Director
of Client Services at the Kankakee Pregnancy Resource Center,
said that the center began in 1983
with Pastor Greg Roe, who saw
[ a vision to save babies’ lives and
/lead women to Christ, As a re*
[ suit, he started the Living Alternatives PRC, which has evolved
into thirteen centers across Illi\ ttois and Indiana today.
McDonald said that, in M y
of 2008, Kankakee PRC was
$10,000 in debt. Now it has its
[ own building and is one of the
f froost productive centers of the
thirteen,” according to McDonald.
She added that the center is
i “going medical” and is adminis- /
tering pregnancy tests and ultra
sounds to women free of charge.
Although there is no exact statistic, she said, around 95% of
women who see their unborn babies on ultrasounds will choose
¡[[life rather than abortion.
[;. Kankakee PRC offers parent-

SUBMITTED PHOTO
PHOTO SUBMITTED
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Audience members lit can
dles in rememberance.
ing classes as well as the opportu-|
nity for pregnant women to earn[
needed items like blankets and;
baby clothes through its “Earn
While you Learn” program. It
also provides grief counseling
to women who have undergone!
abortions. The program also di
rects women to literacy classes if,
needed.
The next step, McDonald said,
is to put a doctor on staff arid to |
build up a volunteer base at the|
center.
“To see the center flourish, wet
really need to have more volun
teers,” she said.
This is the primary reason why!
the group Olivetians for Life was/
established, leader Elena Nor-|
'man said.
“Our mission is to volunteer in [
the community and bring awareS
ness and education to the campus ?
about these issues,” she said. “At!
the center we do a lot of physical!
volunteer work such as cleaning,?
sorting clothes, and painting. It
is my desire that we will be able/
to do more volunteer work with«
clients of the center in'the future. :
I'm really relying on God to d it|
rect this ministry.”
The new building for the Liv
ing Alternatives Pregnancy -Re-;4;
source Center is located at 1780.;
W. Merchant in West Kankakee
and will begin seeing clients on
Monday, February 9. The center ;
can be contacted online at kankakee@hopeforafuture.com.

Directives reversed
JESSICA COHEA
jcohea@olivet.edu

The nearly two-year conflict
between biology professor Dr.
Richard Colling and university
administration appears to have a
resolution in sight.
Colling is the author o f “Ran
dom Designer, a 2004 book sup
porting a Christian understanding
of evolution. Colling said Mon
day that President John Bowling
wrote a letter to the American
Association of University Pro
fessors (AAUP), “rescinding the
directives,“ that limited what
classes Colling could teach and
effectively removed his book
from biology classrooms.
The directives, which were put
into place in May 2007, banned
the use of Col ling’s book as a
classroom text, required lessons
on creation in the general educa
tion biology classes to include
both religion and science faculty,
and also that Colling would only
teach upper-division classes.
Bowling declined to provide
comment on the change, saying
that the conversations are ongo
ing between him and Colling.
Colling, however, expressed
his satisfaction with the decision.
“Going forward, since the di
rectives against my book ... and
teaching have now been officially
rescinded by President Bowling,
I view this as a successful and
positive resolution of the aca
demic freedom concerns origi
nally raised,” Colling said.
This decision comes on the
heels of a report printed in the
January/February issue of the
Academe, the AAUP’s publica

tion, which detailed the findings
of an investigation that occurred
in March 2008.
The report- stated that when
Bowling “made the decision
not to allow Professor Colling
• to teach Biology 201 and to ban
■Random Designer’ from the cur
riculum for the express purpose
of appeasing off-campus critics,
he disregarded the faculty’s pri
macy in matters of curriculum,
abrogated his responsibility to
defend faculty freedoms from
[/„‘outside influences, and, most
importantly, weakened academic
freedom at Olivet Nazarene Uni
versity.”
As the outcome of the investi
gation has become public, Col
ling said that he is “impressed
wife fee thorough and objective
nature of fee AAUP investigative
report.”
Colling went on to explain:
“The written document was ex
emplary in its dispassionate pro
fessional articulation and accurate
representation of fee matter.”
Colling’s 2004 book initially
received positive feedback from
fee administration and his peers.
When an alumnus wrote a letter
to Bowling complaining feat the
book was not following Olivet’s
beliefs or fee Statement of Faith,
opinions started to change.
In “Random Designer,” Col
ling makes the case for theistic
evolution, that God works in fee
random, scientific processes of
evolution.
After receiving further com
plaints, Bowling instituted the di
rectives. In a letter feat same day,
Bowling said,® would be open
to revisiting this action in fee fu
ture if it is in the best interests of

the students, the university and
our community of faith.”
Colling saw this as a violation
of academic freedom and did not
take fee situation lightly.
“Academic freedom is de
signed to-protect fee students so
that they get fee best information
possible,” Colling said.
He wanted to stand up for the
students because he felt like the
situation was hurting them fee
most.
In response to the directives,
Colling filed a complaint with
fee campus grievance committee.
The committee requested that
Colling be reassigned to general
biology classes and feat fee “use
of ‘Random Designer’ be revis
ited.”.
r/i/ri
.When nothing changed, Col
ling went to fee AAUP. During
the 2008 investigation, it sent two
member professors to meet with
ONU faculty about the case.
After fee report was filed, the
next step the AAUP would have
taken would be to vote in June
whether or not to put Olivet on a
list of censured institutions.
The list is a “public repri
mand,” according to Dr- Gregg
Chenoweth, VP of academic af
fairs. There is nothing feat says
action must be taken once an in
stitution is on the list.
Chenoweth did not see the
situation as a threat to the institu
tion.
“As the chief academic officer,
I am quite happy to help the in
stitution to do ‘institutional learn
ing/ in the months and semesters
to come,” Chenoweth said. “We
can be responsible and profes
sional.”
*■
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University seeking to cut costs
Endowment return declines 23 percent in first six months of 2009 fiscal year
MATTHEW CAWVEY

budget in the 2010
fiscal year.
O N U F o u n d a tio n In v e s tm e n t P e rfo rm a n c e - A v erag e R e tu rn s
mcawvey@olivet.edu
Addressing fac
20.Q%
ulty and staff, in
When the forecast is snow,
Kresge Auditorium,
Glenn Hoevet doesn’t always get
Bowling said Olivet
a good night’s sleep.
intends to preserve
15.0%
As the manager of Olivet’s
all jobs and insur
moving and grounds department,
ance benefits and
Hoevet is responsible for clear
will continue with
1 0 .Ä
ing the snow from sidewalks and
the current hiring
roadj on campus. That can mean
freeze. The con
-1-' i'\
calling his student workers and
struction of the Cen
HÜ
crew of eight at 3:30 or 4 a.m.
tennial Chapel could
to come in for work so they can
also be delayed, and
clear steps and major walkways
' all building projects
0%
by 8 p.m.
are on hold beyond
Because his workers start early,
those slated to use
Hoevet has sent some home early
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lar time.
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Despite the need
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ONU Foundation*.
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(years ending June 30)
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National Average
time down,” Hoevet said.
is not in a dire posi
The policy of minimizing over
tion, he said.
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time, .Hoevet said, began last
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department and others in the
a variety of finan
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Enrollment is also down this ment Dan Ferris, who is in charge
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upon u s £ Bowling said. t “How
According to NCN, MNU is' spring compared with last year, of the foundation.
partment is being more cost con
ever, because of some excellent responding to a projected budget according to figures provided by
The foundation annually gives
scious by seeking multiple prices
work across the years, there is deficit, something Doug Perry, Perry.
out hundreds of thousands of
before making a purchase.
some good news for Olivet in the ONU’s'VP for finance, does not
At the meeting, Bowling dollars in scholarships based on
Olivet is looking to cut costs
midst of those pressures. While expect to happen this year for Ol stressed student retention and five percent of the average of the
as the university seeks to control
we face challenge, we do not face ivet. In an E-mail, Perry projected welcomed ideas from faculty and endowment’s overall value over
the negative financial impact of
crisis. We’re dealing with issues, Olivet to see a $1-2 million bal staff to cut the operational budget the last three years. While the
the troubled U.S. economy. Wall
but not emergencies.”
ance for fiscal year 2009, instead for next year. That would add to endowment’s investments could
Street has been especially trou
Bowling highlighted the broad of the typical $4-5 million.
the cost-trimming efforts already rebound in the coming months,
bled, striking the ONU Founda
impact of the economy on higher
In
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year
2008,
the
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made
this year, including an E- Ferris predicted this formula will
tion’s endowment portfolio with
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nearly 23 percent in losses in the
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tion, he said, will reduce staff by university. The 2007 audit shows turn off unused computers and ship money available to students
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15 percent. A Jan. 16 article from a balance of more than $4.6 mil printers.
in die 2010-2011 school year.
payroll expected to be higher,
the Nazarene Communications lion. Olivet and the ONU Foun-f
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Because the fiscal year still has
ONU President John Bowling an
Network reported that MidAmer- dation took in about $66 million goal of 80 percent of computers more than four months left, Ferris
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ica Nazarene University plans combined in fiscal year 2008 and printers turned off, the an . said “it is impossible to determine”
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“workforce reductions or adjust and about $61 million combined nual savings would be more than the impact of “the recent market
ceive a pay freeze next year while
ments affecting approximately 15 in fiscal year 2007, which lasted $65,000 and $33,000, respec loss ... on future scholarships,”
Olivet seeks to cut the operational
from July 1, tively, according to a PowerPoint Ferris said in an e-mail after mak
2006, to June presentation provided by Aaron ing the 10-percent prediction. The
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30,2007.
Rice, a systems support adminis scholarship money next year, he
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Sir;
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Stimulus package: The right medicine?
Help for people who need it

Julia M orrison í

The economic crisis has brought fear
among American people. Jobs are being
lost, homes are being foreclosed, and
families are left with nothing to turn to. •
What do Americans need to get through
this hgrd time? They need hope and a plan
to go with it. President Obama’s stimulus
package seems like the only plan that offers
hope to millions.
The economic stimulus offers promise for
creating jobs. It is estimated that between
1.3 and 3.9 million jobs will be created,
according to an online CNN article. That
means more money to spend and put back
into the economy.
The stimulus package is about more than
just creating jobs. It will give $150 billion
dollars to school districts, universities
and child care centers, according to The
New York Times’ Web site. This means
the Department of Education would have
double the budget they do now. Money
may also be used to prevent teachers from
losing their jobs, according to an online
Washington Post article.
Who could say no to giving children a
better education and more financial aid to
college students?
Within the $800-plus billion stimulus
package passed by the House, there are
tax cuts. This measure contains roughly
one-third tax cuts and the other two-thirds
spending, according to the Times. The

government is hoping that with the tax
cuts, families and individuals would have
more, money to spend and put back into the
economy.
The stimulus package passed in the House
would make health care benefits available to
workers drawing unemployment and their
families, according to the Times. Health
care is certainly something that is needed.
What really needs to be fixed is the
banking system. Banks, even national ones,
are unable to loan money. Because of that,
people are unable to buy homes and cars
while some cannot go to school because
school loans are harder to obtain. But banks
will get their own bailout plan in due time.
Americans are not innocent in this
situation, either. People'took on loans and
credit card debt they knew they could not
pay off. Greed has been the cause of the
economic crisis.
This economic crisis is something that
will heavily affect us college students if
nothing is done. As of now, there are no
other options that seem likely to work. The
stimulus will help generate jobs for our
future.
While there are a lot of flaws, the package
is necessary to prevent another 3.6 million
jobs being lost. Some of the items that will
be funded seem frivolous, and they are.
Democrats in the House were forced to
drop about $6 billion for the restoration
of the Jefferson Memorial and family
planning, according to the Times, but there
are still more items left in the plan such as
these.
•
Something should be done about the
economic crisis before it turns into another
depression that lasts for nearly 10 years.
The economic stimulus package will have
more positive effects overall than it will
negative. The Republican opposition does
not offer any other alternatives. It may not
seem like a great plan, but what else can
be done?

Semantics

¿j. Jessica

Shumaker^

In the Jan. 30 article titled “Activist:
‘abortion tsunami coming,”’ our use of the
phraseH‘anti-abortion” drew some com
ments and questions. I would like to take a
moment to clarify how we came to choose
it over alternatives like “pro-life.” :
I’ll start by saying that it was not in
tended to make a statement about the GlimmerGlass’ leanings on the issue, nor was
it meant to take a dig at those who oppose
abortion legislation or cast them in a nega
tive light. ,
We used it because it is a more precise
phrase. The phrases “pro-life”- and “anti!
abortion” are not completely interchange
able.
Pro-life implies not only one’s views on
abortion, but subtly approves of the phrase’s
use as well as making that side more ap

pealing than the other. Who wants to be on
the opposing side of “pro-life,” anyhow?
Anti-abortion is technically correct, and it
specifies the abortion issue over other “life”
issues, like the death penalty or embiyonic
stem cell research.
In the article, I believe we also fairly ap
proached those who support abortion legis
lation. They were not called “pro-choice,”
which again is a term that would seem to
put them in a better light, but we referred
to them as those who believe in “abortion
rights.*™
Also aiding our choice of the phrase was
the Associated Press, or AP, Stylebook. It
prescribes the term “anti-abortion” in the
place of “pro-life,” as well as “abortion
rights” in the place of “pro-choice.”
The editorial staff of the GlimmerGlass,
like a large segment of newspapers, uses AP
style to maintain consistency in our writing,
as well as to gain practice and proficiency
that will come in handy for internships and
jobs outside of Olivet.
For journalists, it’s not our position to
judge the views of those whom we are cov
ering and weigh them out, but to respect all
points of view - whether we are for them or
against them.

À costly gut punch to the taxpayer

The printing presses are in a frenzy, the
government is tunning them nonstop mak
ing new money to keep up with the fat and
fluctuating stimulus package. How much is
the porked-up package now? Tuesday, the
Senate-passed bill came to a blundering
$838 billion.
This stimulus package may not be wag
ing a physical war on our liberty, but it
certainly will strike .us hard in the wallets.
Obama is taking another title along with
president: Richie Rich. Is he signing blank
checks from our nation’s account, or is he
simply printing more money? Either way,
the American dollar is depreciating rapidly.
If a stockbroker invests everything in one
company, he is risking losing it all with one
unpredictable turn in the market. This is
true of our economy. It’s a gamble and no
one knows for sure the outcome of all this
spending, but the risks are obviously great
er than the pros. It’s more like the risks are
slaying the pros! This takes the game Risk
to a new level, and I’m not sure our econo
my is in a secure enough state to play it.
I cannot explain all 647 pages of the
stimulus bill from the House, but it doesn’t
take an economic guru to see that spending
unfathomable amounts of money during an
economic slump is not a smart investment.
The bill’s preamble describes the general
distribution tasks for the bill and its pur-

pose, .with the last four words of the pre
amble stating, “and for other purposes.”
What does this exactly mean? Are these
purposes not important enough to.be spe
cifically mentioned in the bill?
Let’s take a deeper look into a few can
didates that could benefit from this stimu
lus. StimulusWatch.org is updated every
10 minutes and lists the candidates that
may benefit after the bill is finalizes. The
candidates are voted on by the site’s view
ers and put into categories based on criti
cality. Here are a few of the candidates on
the list:
-Baseball diamond viewing stands and
concession upgrades
-funding for an indoor soccer field
-Doorbells (really?)
-Dog Parks
There are positives to this bill. It will
create millions of jobs and increase fund
ing for education. The problem is that the
good spending will barely make a dent in
the superfluous $800-plus billion. Instead,
excessive and wasteful spending for other
projects are able to slide in with the bill,
and this is why the Republican Party is
so avidly against the stimulus. According
to Moody’s economy.com, $214.5 billion
will be used to alleviate unemployment
for 330,400 government jobs. This implies
that taxpayers will have to put up $646,214
perjob!
No Democrat supporting the bill has
been able to say that there are no kinks,
that it will solve the country’s problems
in no time. Instead, Obama has taken the
infamous quote “desperate times call for
desperate measures” a little too literally.
All of this spending adds up. Somehow
$838 billion just doesn’t seem to have the
shock value that $838,000,000,000 does.
That’s a lot of zeros our country has to
craft. Is Obama really up to the task? •
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Stu den ts n ot fine w ith fines
CATHY SCHUTT
cschutt@olivet.edu

Freshman Maria Reynolds paid
$175 in fines last semester. She
was written up eight times, re
ceiving one warning, six fines and
one act of community service. '
Reynolds said she does not be
lieve that fines are an appropriate
punishment for breaking campus
rules.
“Olivet squeezes enough mona
ey out of us every year when we
pay tuition,” she said. “I shouldn’t
have to pay them money whenev
er I break a rule»” -uj.
She added that the rule she un
derstands least is curfew.
'¡w’t'rm an 18-year-old student
who pays $30,000 to be here, but
r I can’t choose what time I come
home .or when to stop hanging out
with my friends,” she said. “It’s
like I’m in junior high again.” '
Kirsten Roberts,». sophomore
and resident assistant in Williams
Hall, said that she thinks the rules
are set up as a means to protect
students and to “encourage peo
ple to make right life choices and
to live like Christ lived.”
According to Brandon Daveyl
resident director in Grand Apart
ments, a student’s first violation
of the rules results in a warning.
The second or third offense of the
same infraction results in a fine,
which is typically $25 but can
vary depending on the offense.
If the same type of violation con
tinues, Associate Dean Dwayne
. Mills determines the appropriate
amount for the fine.
VP of Studeht Development
Woody Webb said that less than
15 percent of students receive a
fine in any given year. Last se
mester $32,450 was collected in
chapel, parking and campus life
fines. Webb said that most fines
are $25 or less. Second and third
violations can result in $50 fines.
All fines are paid in the Student
Accounts office in Miller Busi
ness Center. Webb said this sys
tem seems to be effective in “mo
tivating students to comply with
university policy.”
The rules today aren’t as strict
as they have been in the past. Dr,

Jay Martinson, head of thé com
munications department and 1986
ONU graduate] remembers the
days when students were not al
lowed to wear jeans to class.
“We live in a culture that stress
es clothing comfort, so it would
seem really odd in modem U.S.
culture to tell college students
they couldn’t even wear jeans,’”
he said. “On the flip side, howev
er, we did look more professional
and did gradually acquire a pro
fessional wardrobe, making the
transition to our careers smoother.
Students graduating now have no
clue about professional dress.”
RA Keitha Wickey, junior, said
the rules students follow now
help prepare them for life after
college. .
• .
Some ^tudents, however, are
frustrated with the seeming spon
taneity of the rule enforcement on
campus.
..“[The dress code policy] is.
sometimes lax and sometimes
strict, depending on the day and
. if [the RAs] care,” freshman Hànnah Lamp said.
Wickey and Roberts admitted
that sometimes it’s hard to tell
what is appropriate and what’s
not when it comes to dress code.
They added that it’s hard to write
someone up when they them
selves are busy or on their way to
class.
Junior Elise Tyma, another RA
in Williams, said that many stu
dents think that RAs issue fines,’something she said is a huge mis-?,
conception. She said that RAs
can only “write up” a student and
give the write-up slip to the stu
dent’s RD, who then issues the
fine, if necessary. Tyma added
•that her friends get no slack when
it comes to discipline, although it
does make her job more awkward
when she has to write up one of
her friends.
RA Brittany Denhart, junior,
said that RAs are held to the same
standards as any other students on
campus. It’s hard to balance disci
pline with grace at times, she said,
but discipline is part of her job.
Molly Lee, third-year RD of
Williams Hall, said that' students
who are having trouble paying

Campus Fines Fall #08
$ 25,000

$ 22,650

$ 18,750
$ 12,500

$ 5,800

$ 6,250
$0

Total:
fines can do community service
instead; which usually means
helping the custodial staff clean
the dorms.
Reynolds said that she would
prefer volunteering in the com
munity as a means of punishment
rather than paying fines or work
ing in the dorms, especially be
cause we as Christians are called
to serve others.
■Junior Isaac Gilmore, an RA in
Nesbitt Hall, said he thinks the
rules are good because they help
him not to be tempted to do stupid
things.
“I’d rather err on the side of
caution than let anything go,” he
said.
Lamp disagrees.
“If you make a lot of strict
rules, people are going to want to
break them,” she said.
Reynolds admits to having a
rebellious nature and said that
sometimes .she will intentionally
go against campus policies just to
“stick it to the man.’j|jg
Martinson thinks that part of
natural adolescent and young
adult development is the desire to
challenge boundaries.

,450

Chapel Attendance
Campus Life
Parking

“Put any rule or boundary on us j wm
at that age and we’ll challenge it.
That’s just normal and healthy—
it’s better to do that during those
years than in our 40s. So regard
less of how the rules of ONU
will change,®tudents will do
some challenging and complain
ing,” Martinson said. “ If we tell
students they can stay out until 4
a.m. and have eight facial pierc
ings—they’d want to stay out un
til 5 a.m. and have nine piercings.
That’sjust normal boundary-test
r S fr fc
ing.” ’
^ ‘Sometimes these rules seem
abstract,WDavey said, “but [stu-l
dents] do know the rules coming
in. That’s why we sign a lifestyle1
covenant, so that each of us can
o J ife f ■
be on the same plane.”
As Lee said, “The decisions
you make in college will affect
■
you for the rest of your life.”
A list of campus regulations
and the judicial process is found
on pages 34 to 46 in the Univer
sity Life Handbook.
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Devotional thought:
Breaking the norms of Christianity
MATTHEW REYNOLDS

man is not a Jew if he is only one
outwardly, nor is circumcision
. mreynoll@olivet.edu
merely outward and physical. No,
What does it mean to be Chris a man is a Jew if he is one inward
tian? Being a Christian is some ly; and circumcision is circumci
thing that is taken for granted sion of the heart, by the Spirit, not
here at ONU because Christianity by the written code.”
Paul says that being a Jew is an
is the norm. So what does it mean
inward
thing, not outward. I say
to be a Christian?
to
you
that
being a Christian is
In Romans 2:28-29; Paul wrote
an
inward
thing,
not an outward
to the Romans about Jews. Many
Jews of the time would make sure thing.
It doesn’t matter.how well you
that they looked like Jews and
can
act like a Christian or look
acted like Jews. Circumcision was
like
a Christian. What matters is
the key factor that distinguished
being a Christian, a Spirit-filled
Jews from the Gentiles.
But Paul wrote to them, “A. believer and follower of Jesus
Christ. Looking and acting like

a Christian is the norm here at
ONU, but that’s not what matters.
What matters is that your heart is
in the right spot with God. What
matters is that there is nothing in
your heart except God. That is
what a Christian is.
So circumcise your hearts as
Moses commanded in Deuter
onomy 10:16. Remove anything
and everything that is not like
God from your heart. Stop put
ting on the show of Christianity
and circumcise your heart. It is
not the outward act that matters
but where things are on the in
side. Be a Christian. Circumcise
your heart.

very year, around December 28 or so, folks all over the country,
possibly all over the world, engage in the art of creating New Year’s
resolutions. A few weeks later, around January 21 or so, folks' all
over the country, possibly all over the world, give up on their New
Year’s resolutions. It can be anything from wanting to lose weight to wanting
get better grades. For some, the issues may be a little more serious. This year you
committed yourself to never looking at pom again or always being honest in your
relationships. At this point, you may be totally frustrated at what you think is a
lack of ability to attain your goal. You may think that you’ll never reach that point
where you can cross this particular area of life off your “to-do” list. Whatever it
is, keep reading. I have some hope for you to set a goal and actually achieve it!
There are a few things you need to keep in mind when setting goals. The types
of goals you’ll set are often the hidden keys to actually accomplishing those
goals.
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New Year's

Own it

resolutions
are hard to
keep, but

C

w ith these
tools, you can
m eet any go a l

DR. BETHANY MILLS
BMills@olivet.edu

Don’t let someone else set your goals. You have to own your own goals or you
won’t be motivated to get there. My dad used to say, “I think you need to work to
get all A’s this semester. If you do, I’ll give you____ Well, needless to say, that
was his goal for me, not mine. I was a good student, but I didn’t feel like I needed
to get all A’s in order to be a good student. After all, I wanted to have some sort of
social life! (The professors on campus are probably going to kill me for writing
that. But, that was what I thought at the time and may not necessarily reflect that
attitude I take toward my studies now!) In counseling, I don’t set goals for my
clients. They have to decide what they want and how they want to get there. My
job is to walk with them through the process, think of as many options to get them
from point A to point B, and consider the consequences of each of those options.
I’ve learned that if I set goals for them, they won’t work as hard and may. give up
all too soon.
If you don’t own your goals, you’ll be trying to please someone else. When you
realize that no matter what you do, someone will want you to do it differently or
work on something else altogether, you’ll be frustrated and throw in the towel.

Mills said I could look at pom for two
hours a day.” That’s not what I’m saying.
I’m saying to be reasonable and make
it measureable. Instead of looking at this
scenario in a negative light (“I’m still looking
at pom every day and I’ll never be free from
it”) look at it this way: If you look at pom for
only two hours a day instead of three hours a
day every day for a week, you will have cut your
pom viewing
by seven hours a week. That’s over a 30 percent
reduction in your time viewing pom! Hallelujah! Can you imagine how it would
change your life if you spent that third hour reading your Bible, praying, talking
to a Godly person about this issue who could hold you accountable, or simply
doing something other than filling your mind with lust and sex? Once you reach
that goal, set another one, and another, and another until pom no longer has a hold
on your life. Outside of an act of God in your life, most folks will not walk away
from a pom addiction in a week. Those types of things develop a much longer
period of time and we’re lying to ourselves if we can think that we can walk away
from it in a week or month or semester outside God stepping in and rescuing us
from it.
Outline baby steps each day or each week to get you from where you are to
where you want to be. You’ll be able to see where you need to go and how to get
there. Little by little you’ll realize you’re on the road to your aspirations!
•

Goals have to be reasonable. Is it reasonable to lose weight without
changing any of your eating or fitness habits? No! Is it reasonable to think that
if you’ve been looking at pom on a daily basis since you were 13 that you’re
going to go cold turkey just because you want to and it’s a new year? Absolutely
not! Now, hear me, God can intervene and take away a bad habit if He chooses
to. Sometimes He does. But, I cannot even begin to count the numbers of young
men and women who sit in my office in tears and shame who say things like,
“I’ve tried to quit and I’ve prayed about it, but I’m still hooked no matter what I
do.” Most of the time the goals they set for themselves are unrealistic and those
students beat themselves up and continue to live in the guilt and shame. It’s not
that they lack the motivation and desire. Sometimes the goals are just too high at
this moment and they need to take baby steps to get to the ultimate objective.

it measurable

I’m using the example of weight loss because it’s the most common
Celebrate
New Year’s resolution. Can you measure weight loss in pounds or
the size of clothes you’re wearing? Duh! Yes! But, how many times
Keep track of your successes and rejoice in the little things! Instead of always
have we set goals to lose a certain amount of weight but have never focusing on your shortcomings, find out what you’re doing right, then celebrate
got there? Many times it’s because we haven’t included in that goal like its New Year’s Eve! Pat yourself on the back. Share your story with someone
measurable ways to get there.
else. Encourage someone else in their strivings by talking with them about the
You have to have a plan. How are you going to get from point A to hurdles you’ve cleared in your own life. Look at the bright side. I still have five
point B? With weight loss, you need to plan out in baby steps how pounds in my 20-pound goal. But hey, I’m 15 pounds lighter than I was after I
you’re going to lose 20 pounds. Are you going to run? Swim? Bike? had my baby and my pants are now too big! Have I met my overall goal yet? No,
Tae Bo? (Does anyone do that anymore?) How many miles? How but I’m so much closer than I was nine months ago. Do I have more work to do?
many laps? How many minutes? Start small. Break down those 20 Yes, but I know what to do and how to do it and I’ll get there. If I can do it, anyone
pounds into five-pound chunks. Say, “I want to lose five pounds can do it! And you don’t have to wait until next year - get back on track. If you
in four weeks.” (Medical professionals say healthy weight loss is need a coach, let me know; I’m always looking for folks to encourage along the
two pounds per week.) Notice that keeping healthy weight loss in way!
mind, I didn’t say I wanted to lose 10 pounds in
two weeks. Could I? Probably if I starved myself
and exercised like crazy. But, I want to do it the
right way. Why? Because if I do it the wrong way
I’ll gain the weight back plus more and have to do
this all again next year.
If you’re looking at pom every
day for three hours, look at it every
v
day for two hours. Some folks will
put this article down and say, “Dr.
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Building relationships that last
Mentor program prepares student couples for the long haul
MELODY KENNELL
mkennell@olivet.edu

. Dating, marriage and relation
ship books line the shelves in
Beth Olney’s office. As the direc
tor of the Center for Student Suc
cess, she’s obviously passionate,
about students developing godly,"
healthy relationships. Through
the Mentor-A-Couple program,
Olney helps student couples
Strengthen their relationships with
each other and build lifelong rela
tionships with a mentor couple.
The Center for Student Success,
with.the Chaplain’s office, pro
vides couple-to-couple mentoring
to students who are seriously dat
ing or engaged. The Mentor-ACouple program is offered every
semester with about 40 student
couples participating each year.
The first session of the semester
is Wednesday, Feb. 25 at 7 p.m.
By then, Olney will have prayer^
fully matched student couples
with mentor couples. Through the
Lord’s guidance she has seen very,
strong bonds develop between
students and mentors.
The first thing couples do
through the program is take an
individual inventory test online.
The test has over 200 questions
and results in . t6 pages of infor
mation about each individual per-|f
son. The couples then talk about
their results with each other, with
Olney and with their, mentors.
The test provides input into how
the couple relates to each other
and any issues they may have.
For instance, the test would show
if one person was more dominant
than the other, and then the men
tor couple would help the stu
dents understand the significance
of this information.
Juniors Chad Cook and Sara
Wantz have been dating for four
and a half years andlyill get mar

ried in May. They par
ticipated in the MentorA-Couple program last
spring.
Wantz said they con
nected well with their
■mentor couple, Brian and
Dena Reams. They had
comparable couple dy
namics, with the women
in the relationships hav
ing similar personalities
and the men having simi
lar personalities. The two
couples also had similar
family situations.
Cook said the mentor
couple was nice, welcom
ing and eager to share their
knowledge. ;
Through the inventory’
test and mentoring, Wantz
realized some of the dif-’
ferences that she has with
her fiance and learned to
appreciate them instead
of becoming frustrated by
them. Cook agreed, saying
that he now understands
better how she thinks and
communicates.
Apart from couple-toPHOTO SUBMITTKOBY-SARA WANTZ
couple mentoring, the Juniors Chad Cook and Sara Wantz will get married on May 16. They participated in the
program includes
Mentor-A-Couple program last spring. The mentorship program is offered every semessessions which examine ter.
I
the topics of communica
married. For Olney, the survey re consider this a defeat, but a vic about having a mentor couple to
tion, conflict resolution, family minded her of the program’s true tory; since it is better to end a go to for advice after the wedding
background, finances and a very significance.
relationship before the vows are and throughout her marriage.
blunt session on sexuality for en
“It shows that getting prepara exchanged.
“We loved it,” Wantz said. “We
gaged couples getting married in tion for the biggest decision of
Olney encouraged couples to learned so much from it.”
the same semester they’re being your life is important,” she said.
sign up for the Mentor-A-Couple
A $70 registration fee covers
counseled.
Though most couples who sign program and go into marriage the premarital inventory tests
Olney said there is a common up for the program are engaged, “with eyes wide open.”
and various other printed materi
perception that marriage relation Olney encourages couples who
Mentor-A-Couple is about als. Applications are available on
ships which start at Olivet ulti are seriously dating to get in strong relationships; a strong re Blackboard, through the Center
mately fall apart, but last year a volved as well. The program can lationship between a couple in-E for Student Success or the Chap
survey was conducted of all the help the couple evaluate whether tending to get married, and their lain’s Office.
couples who have gone through or not they should continue head strong relationship with a couple
the Mentor-A-Couple program ing toward marriage. On average, who’s been married for many
in the past ten years. Out of 350- each semester has one couple years. Wantz Said she’s excited
400 couples that were surveyed, that decides they should end
only four couples are no longer their relationship. Olney doesnH

Spanish students in the casa
JESSICA COHEA

jcohea@olivet.edu
As May draws closer, so does
the end of the first full year of the
department of English and .mod- ,
em languages’ Spanish Immer
sion Housing program.
;\ The program allows Spanish
students to live together in order
to enhance their language skill&v»
. Selected students are paired
with other Spanish students
and, hopefully, a native Spanish
: speaker. In their apartments, the
¿students speak mainly Spanish.
If there is a native speaker in the
; apartment, the students learn His
panic culture first hand.
This year was a “pilot year,”
said Dr. Barbara Martinez, Span; ish professor.
Senior Stacey Mahuna partici
pated.
|g “I really loved the idea behind
the program,” Mahuna said. “The
best way to become fluent in an
other language is to surround
yourself with people who speak

it, and since going to other coun said. Some native speakers are
tries can get expensive, this is the international students and have
next closest thing.”
come to Olivet to learn more
The program also helps stu .English.
dents already familiar with the
There will most likely be
language maintain their skills.
two female apartments and one
“I applied for it last year be- male apartment designated to
. cause I was studying abroad in the program. It has not yet been
Costa Rica at the time and was decided if all of the apartments
nervous that I would begin to lose will be in Grand or if there is
my Spanish speaking skills once available space in Old Oak as
back in the U.S.,” Mahuna said.
well.
Applications have already
Next year will be different
been accepted for the 2009-2010 because it will have more struc
school year and are being looked ture. The Spanish professors
over now. Some students chose will oversee the program more
not to return to the program for than they did this year and will
another year, though.
hold monthly events for the
“I have not applied for the pro Students as a sort of progress
gram next year [but] I think I may check.
continue to live with the girls I
Some ideas for these events
roomed with this past semester,” are Bible studies and general
junior Ainsley Fleetwood said.
get-togethers, while speaking
Eleven Spanish students did Spanish, of course. The getapply though. Unfortunately, the togethers would most likely in
department is still looking for na clude movies, food, games and ■
tive speakers to apply.
general conversation.
“It is harder to find native
“We are looking forward to
speakers because they want to be having a more official year,”
immersed in English,” Martinez Martinez said.

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914

Auto Service
Centers

Hours:
Mon - Fri: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

We Fix Cars and Treat You Right!

815 929-1866
-

10% Discount
for students and faculty
University ID required
Offering Complete Automotive Repair!
Computer Diagnostics Engine,Transmission,
General Maintenance ...and much more!
Special Rates on Towing Service
Car Care One, 90 Days Sam e as Cash

'w ww.tuffy.com
______________ Alumni-owned and operated!

Oscar’s ‘best picture’ picks
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The Reader
(p

' ^ DAY»*
SARAH CIOVE
sgiove@olivet.edu

state assembly seat, Milk becomes the first steinco.com)
openly gay man in the United States to be
Frost/Nixon (Nominated for 5 Acad
elected to political office when he wins a emy Awards)
San Francisco supervisor seat in 1977. His
Hollywood heavyweight Ron Howard
many political battlefronts include one with adapts playwright Peter Morgan’s West
the national anti-gay Save the Children cru End hit for the silver screen with this fea
sade, led and fronted by singer Anita Bry ture focusing on the 1977 television inter
ant. Closer to home, Milk has a continuing views between journalist David Frost (Mi
struggle with his fellow supervisor, Dan chael Sheen) and former president Richard
White, a staunch social conservative.
Nixon (Frank Langella). At the time Nixon
Source: IMDb.com
sat down with Frost to discuss the sordid
The Reader (Nominated for 5 Acad details that ultimately derailed his presi
emy Awards)
dency, it had been three years since the for
“The Reader” opens in post-WWII Ger mer commander in chief had been forced
many when teenager Michael Berg be out of office. The Watergate scandal was
comes ill and is helped home by Hanna, still fresh in everyone’s minds, and Nixon
a stranger twice his age. Michael recovers had remained notoriously tight-lipped until
from scarlet fever and seeks out Hanna to he agreed to sit down with Frost. Nixon was
thank her. The two are quickly drawn into certain that he could hold his own opposite
a passionate but secretive affair. Michael the up-and-coming British broadcaster, and
discovers that Hanna loves being read to even Frost’s own people weren’t quite sure
and their physical relationship deepens. their boss was ready for such a high-profile
Hanna is enthralled as Michael reads to interview. When the interview ultimately
her from “The Odyssey,” “Huck Finn” and got under way and each man eschewed
“The Lady with file Little Dog.” Despite the typical posturing in favor of the simple
their intense bond, Hanna mysteriously truth, fans and critics on both sides were
disappears one day and Michael is left con stunned by what they witnessed. Instead
fused and heartbroken. Eight years later, of Nixon stonewalling the interviewer as
while Michael is a law student observing expected, or Frost lobbing softballs as the
the Nazi war crime trials, he is stunned to truth-seekers feared, what emerged was an
find Hanna back in his life - this time as unguardedly honest exchange between a
a defendant in the courtroom. As Hanna’s man who had lost everything and another
past is revealed, Michael uncovers a deep with everything to gain. In this film, view
secret that will impact both of their lives. ers are treated to not only a recreation of
“The Reader” is a story about truth and that landmark interview, but a behind-thereconciliation, about how one generation •scenes look at the power struggles that led
comes to terms with the crimes of another. up to it as well.
Source: The Weinstein Company (Wein' Source: Movie.msn.com

CO

Every year around this time, you’re
probably wishing you knew more about the
Academy Awards, even if it’s just because
you want to sound smart in front of your
friends. Thank goodness the Glimmer-^
Glass is here to save you this year, espe
cially since all five movies nominated for
Best Picture are also nominated for at least
five other categories including Best Actor,
Best Director, and Best Original Score. So
here’s your chance to cozy-up with some
popcorn and read about the five movies
nominated for Best Picture.
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
(Nominated for 13 Academy Awards)
“The Curious Case of Benjamin But
ton,” adapted from the 1920s story by F.
Scott Fitzgerald is about a man who is bom
in his eighties and ages backwards, a man,
like any of us, unable to stop time. We fol
low his story set in New Orleans from the
end of World War I in 1918, into the 21st
century, following his journey that is as un
usual as any man’s life can be. Directed by
David Fincher, “The Curious Case of Ben
jamin Button” is a time traveler ’s tale of
the people and places he bumps into along
the way, the loves he loses and finds, the
joys of life and the sadness of death, and
what lasts beyond time.
Source: http://www.benbutton.msn.com
Slumdog Millionaire (Nominated for
10 Academy Awards)
Slumdog Millionaire is the story of Ja-

• mal Malik, an 18-year-old orphan from
the slums of Mumbai, who is about to ex
perience the biggest day of his life. With
the whole nation watching, he is just one
question away from winning a staggering
20 million rupees on India’s “Who Wants
To Be A Millionaire?” But when the show
breaks for the night, police arrest him on
suspicion of cheating; how could a street
kid know so much? Desperate to prove
his innocence, Jamal tells the story of his
life in the slum where he and his brother
grew up, of their adventures together on
the road, of vicious encounters with lo
cal gangs, and of Latika, the girl he loved
and lost. Each chapter of his story reveals
the key to the answer to one of the game
show’s questions. Intrigued by Jamal’s
story, the jaded Police Inspector begins to
wonder what a young man with no appar
ent desire for riches is really doing on this
game show? When the new day dawns and
Jamal returns to answer the final question,
the inspector and sixty million viewers are
about to find out...
Source: Fox Searchlight Pictures (Foxsearchlight.com)
Milk (Nominated for 8 Academy
Awards)
Upon moving to. San Francisco from
New York City in 1972, forty-year-old
Harvey Milk gains focus in his life as a gay
activist in the city’s Castro district. Gay
rights activism turns to political activism
as Milk decides he can be a more effective
voice for the gay community as a politi
cian, elected or not. Through several elec
tions and losses both for a city seat and a
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The Fray’s album is just whatI
fans would expect,
not be pronounced clearly, but the soundj
and feeling behind them are quite mov-i
ing. •
■
All of my musical friends were rushing;
to get this record, and I can easily see why|j
Every Fray fan wanted to hear more of the j
lethargic and easy-going sound that made/
this band famous. This CD is just what 1/
anticipated and it did not disappoint.
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CD

1 was pre-disposed to take a nap, and
this listening to this album did not help
my tiredness. As I was listening to the CD
in the comfort of my apartment on the
floor, I guiltily fell asleep. (I know, a mu[ sical blasphemy...)
With my nap aside, “The Fray” is a
satisfying follow up to The Fray’s first
CD, “How To Save A Life.” The band’s
self-titled second album sounds exactly
like their first album. It is not bad, just not
different Track 3, “You Found Me,” is re
petitive enough that by the end of the first
time hearing it, you will be singing along,
just like their infamous first single, .“How
to Save a L ifei
Track 8, “Ungodly Hour,’’ is my' un
expected favorite. The chorus is simple/
to follow, and the lyrics are not complex
and quite repetitive. The second verse is ;
unique, just like all their lyrics. .“I know
you’re leaving now/ Cause I held on to
my way tightly/ Stay still until you know/
Tomorrow finds the best way out is
through.” All the words in this song may
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TYGR gets more
colorful

Chicago Àuto Show
Chicago International Salsa Congress

mitted during the Fall and early Spring;
semesters. The submitted work is be- 3
treames@olivet.edu
f i ''
*'*'ty*. *'' \ ing compiled by the TYGR’s 20-person
SB,
j
2009 will see a markedly new .’look staff.
“The
TYGR
is
open
for
anyone
and
we
i
for the TYGR, ONU’s art and literature
want
everyone
to
be
involved.
It’s
open
magazine where students can submit poto the whole school population,” Beck
f'etry, prose, fiction, essays and artwork.
■ The TYGR is under the leadership said. f
According to Forrestal, the magazine ’¡si
-¿of Professors Bill Greiner and Julienne
staff
plans to make the TYGR available!
"Forrestal as a joint effort between the
online
in hopes that easier access to the !
English and art departments.
magazine
will generate greater interest!
Junior art major and TYGR art direc
from
students.
tor Katherine Ufkin stressed the renewed
“There is so much enthusiasm, passion^
importance the TYGR editors have
and
commitment going into the TYGR,”|
placed on teamwork between the two de
Greiner
said.
partments.
The
TYGR
is traditionally distributed!
“To create something outstanding,
in
April
during
National Library WeekJ!
communication is necessary,” Ufkin
Distribution
has
become an event, with
said.
a
party
in
the
Benner
Library ’s. Fishbowl^
Also new for the magazine is its look. ‘
in
past
years.
This year, the TYGR is going for some
The week-long celebration, culminate*
thing brighter and trendier.
ing
with the TYGR distribution, featured!
“This year we will have a broader
good-natured
trivia games, sweets and a |
outlook, expanding color, and more ad
sundae
bar.
vertising”, said TYGR art editor Arissa
The TYGR will be distributed during!
Beck.
Library
Week, April 12-18.
Last year, only the cover page was in
color. This year’s magazine will be in
(full color, and will feature work sub
K

Tour of the Chicago Theatre
Chicago Restaurant Week 2009,
International Kennel Club D o g Show
Polar Adventure Days
Sweet Saturdays

Graphic by Charlie Sheets
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Don Lee returns to O livet
CLAUDIA VOICU -

PHOTO® Y LISA PESAYENTO

Lee spoke at an introduction luncheon on Feb. 4.

not do anything irresponsible to
hurt their family, as well as to be
gvoicu@olivet.edu
proud about wearing the ONU’s
‘95 Olivet graduate Don Lee jerseys,” Lee said. “This school
was named Olivet’s head football got me to where I am, and I be
coach Thursday. Lee is the univer lieve that if I was brought here, I
was brought to change things and
sity’s first black football coach.
' “I am here because God wants that is what I am planning to do.”
Lee also brought the team’s
me to make a difference. Our
new
quarterback, James Walker.
number-one goal is to become
Lee
has
known Walker for two
a family* Lee said. “Number
years,
now.
two is to follow all the rules that
the school has, because they are ’ “I came here because I heard a
meant to make our students better lot good things about the schools
people, and third of all I want to and also because I believe I can
make a difference in the team’s
w in.^|i
Lee also stressed importance of achievements,” (Walker said. “As
the players’ relationships within for the coach, I like him. He is a
nice coach, but he also wants his
the team.
players
to be committed and be
“To me, loyalty is one of the
respectful
on and off the field.”
most important assets, and that is
Lee
has
come a long way since
what I am planning to teach my
his
early
days
of working at Ol
players as well,” Lee said.
ivet.
He
started
at ONU working
Lee, coming from his position
in
the
cafeteria
while
a student.
as head football coach at Bel'
Just
two
years
ago,
Lee led the
haven College, brought with him
Belhaven
Blazers
to
a
record 7-4
two assistant coaches, Boby Lad
season.
ner and Deon Bates. Both men
“This is not the first time that
played for Lee.
I
was
the first black coach at a
“Boby played for me, and now
school.
I have done a lot of things
he dropped a $20,000 to $30,000
and
broke
a lot of records, how
job to work with me for free, and
so did Deon and I think that is ever I strongly believe that God
brought me back here to make a
great loyalty,” Lee said. .
The coaches are working hard difference,” Lee said.
The players are just .as excited
at uniting the players, and making
for the coming season as their
them become more of a family.
“I want to get them to play coach is.
“We are planning to have a
together, see the importance of
winning
season, by taking it one
family, and how they should

day at the time,” said junior Vin-^
son Cephas. “I am .personally
trying to do that by getting my
teammates ready, by being in the
weight roOm every single day.”
Along with Cephas, sophomore
Tyreze Taylor believes that the
new coach will be very success
ful.
.“I believe in him and what he
plans on doing for the team one
hundred percent of the way,” Tay
lor said.
Lee recalled one of his proudest
moments in his coaching career,
where, with his team losing at
halftime against the leading team
in the country, he found inspira-|
tion in one of his players.
“There I was in the locker room;
kicking chairs and trying to figure
out plays, and that is when one
of my players said ‘coach I got
it’ and at first I didn’t understand
what he meant by that, but then
he repeated himself saying ‘coach
I got this, I want to accept Jesus
ChristjjLee said. “We stopped
everything, and prayed over him.
It was a great feeling.’ggl
Lee believes that one’s charac
ter should measure the wins and
losses of a team, not the other
way around.
“We would like to be success
ful on the field,” Lee said. “And I
believe that if we meet our goals
as a team for the pre-season, good
things will come.”

Track teams off to strong start
Men’s and women’s teams place in top ten in past four meets
JALISA SMITH

jsmith21@oljvet.edu
The women’s indoor track and
field team kicked off .the 2009
season at the University of Chi
cago Indoor Invitational.
-jy‘Our season is going really well
so far,” said head coach Michael
McDowell. “The [men’s team] is
Stronger than the women as far as
nationally qualifying.”
The women’s team placed third
in the invitational, with first-place
finishes by both sophomore Kiersten Ellis in the 400-meter dash
and freshman Ashley Fozkos in
the pole vault.
Fozkos also placed highest on
her team at the Bob Eubanks In
door Invitational, and the Titan
Open hosted by Illinois Wesleyan
University.
“I just jump and don’t focus
on leading the team. I don’t think
winning is all there is to meets,”
Fozkos said. “I go to meets to
jump my best and try and help
my teammates to do the same.
Whether I win or lose, as long as
I am jumping high I am happy.”
This season, the women’s in
door track and field team is .made
up of nine freshmen, two sopho
mores, and three juniors.
“Our women’s team Is small, so
we take our highlights where we
can get them,” McDowell said.

The men’s indoor track and field
team kicked off their 2009 season
at the University of Chicago 32event Phoenix Invitational.
The Tigers finished in third
place overall with 85 team points
behind the University of Chicago
and Augustana College.
This year’s men’s track and
field team has a mix of freshmen,
sophomores, juniors and seniors.
“This team is wonderful and
we have a bunch .of great guys.
They’re fun to rub with and
they’re all just good friends,”
freshman Thomas Powers said.
“We also just have a strong team,
a strong freshmen class, and on
top o f that we have returners who
are a young team.”
Although both' the men and
women’s indoor track and field
team hit the pound running this
season, there has been a change in
the players that Coach McDowell
sees.
“‘I think this year both teams are
a lot more focused and there is a
lot more emphasis on performing
well and there is also a lot more
enthusiasm,” McDowell said.
With all the success comes a
little room for improvement.
“The biggest thing we can im
prove on is for the group to get.
better as a whole,b; McDowell
said.
Unlike most of ONU’s ath
letic teams, the indoor track and
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Ashley Morgan, Stefanie DiLoreto, and O ’M alley King round a corner on the
track in M cHie Arena. The indoor track season started in late Janu ary.'
field team has no home games
throughout the season and a lot
of the student body does not get
the chance to see their meets.
^’,“1 think people miss fairly in
credible athletes on our team,”
McDowell said. “People really

miss out on the quality of athletes
that we have.”
With a few more meets left be
fore the men and women’s indoor
track and field team goes out?
doors, McDowell has a few goals
for both teams.

“I want us to qualify as many
athletes as we can to the national
meet,” he s a id .ll also want as
many of our athletes to be named
All-American.”

sportsspotlight
LACING IT UP
WITH....

Ashley Fozkos,
Track and Field
The freshman pole-vaulter’s
goal is to jump high and com
pete her best at every meet.
On how she decided to come
to O livet...

I went to pole vault camps
and Wally, the pole vault coach,
was at the camps and told me
about the school. I looked at
many schools and as things
happened, God brought me
here.
On how she got started in
track and field ...

I was involved in sports from
the time I could walk. I played
basketball, volleyball, ran track
and cross-country, swam and
dove. When high school came
around, I choose to stay with
diving and track.
On what got her interested in
pole vault...

My dad was a pole vaulter
in high school and I heard him
talk about the event. So when
I got to high school, the event
was offered and I tried it.
On what she thinks o f the
team...

We have a very young team
that will grow with experience
in meets and training. The up
per classmen are helping bring
the freshman up to speed on
how things work here.
On her hopes fo r the team ...

I want the team to be able to
come together- and encourage
each other and push everyone
to work their hardest.
On how she feels on leading
her team ...

I just jump and don’t focus on
leading the team. I don’t think
winning is all there is to meets.
I go to meets to jump my best
and try and help my teammates
to do the same. Whether I win
or lose, as long as I am jumping
high, I am happy.

PHOTOS BY USA PESAVENTO

Students beat faculty
JEREMIAH BOWER
jbower@olivet.edu

When it comes to sporting
events, competition is usually a
top priority. There’s a winner and
there’s a loser. However, on Feb.'
5 at McHie Arena, there were
no losers at ONU’s Second An
nual Students in Free Enterprise
(SIFE) vs. Faculty/Staff Basket
ball Game.
“I would say it’s a success,”
said Andrew Rice, the president
of SIFE.
The game started out on the
low-scoring side, but once the
players got going, the play began
to pick up —even for some of the
out-of-shape faculty old-timers.
“It’s depressing getting out
there these days,” said Andrew
Twibell, a not-so-old RD from
Nesbitt Hall who participated on
the staff side. “I’m so old and
slow that it’s not even funny any
more.”
Close to 140 spectators showed
up for the game.
“I think if we held the game

on a Friday night we could have
reaped an even bigger crowd,”
Rice said. “Other than that, it was
great. I think we raised awareness
for our club.” ”
Students in Free Enterprise
is an international organization
devoted to developing “socially
responsible business leaders,” ac
cording to sife.org.
“The main purpose of SIFE,”
said Rice, “is for students to use
their knowledge and resources to
teach business skills to students
on their campus, and to people in
their community.”
The idea for a student vs. facul
ty basketball came last year from
two students.
“Originally, the game was sup
posed to be a fund raiser for SIFE,
which it was last year,” Rice ex
plained. “This year, though, it
was just a public event to raise
awareness of SIFE on campus.”
And, obviously, to help every
one have a good time.
“It really was a lot of fun,” said
Twibell, a two-time participant.
“The atmosphere is relaxed, and

no one is really interested in who
wins or who scores the most
points.”
Highlights of the game itself
included a kneed-in free-throw,
a flurry of three-pointers by ju
nior Caitlin Gidcumb and several
missed dunk attempts. Juniors
Brad Moore and Charlie Leimann
of Spoons for Forks provided col
or commentary for the game.
“They helped make the atmo
sphere relaxed and fan-friendly,”
Twibell said. “I think most of
us enjoyed listening to them as
much as we enjoyed playing the
game.”
By the end of the night, the
game had become a barnburner.
As a desperate three-point at
tempt clanged off the board in

the closing seconds, the students
celebrated outlasting the staff, 7371.
SIFE plans on hosting the event
again next year.
“We have some great projects
still to accomplish this year,”
Rice said. “Some of them are
for students on campus, and oth
ers are for people in the commu
nity.”
Rice added that the group par
ticipates in SIFE competitions,
noting that they are “coming up
pretty quickly.”
Current students interested in
learing more about SIFE can visit
their Web site at sife.olivet.edu,
or drop in on one of their weekly
meetings Friday evening in We
ber 104.

Men's Basketball

Illinois Wesleyan University

Have something on your
H j ^ v about a recent story?
Send us a letter to the

Robert Morris College
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